
Experience
the Equus
Advantage

At Equus, we hire global mobility experts—including
tax, relocation and technology professionals. We
have been providing global mobility management
solutions for over 2000 organizations since 1999,
supporting businesses of all sizes—from those 
that manage 25 moves, to those with over 100,000
mobile employees. 

We are more than your technology provider. We 
work with you to transform the way you manage 
your mobile workforce.

Benefit from the expertise of our people. 

In today’s interconnected world, managing a
diverse and mobile workforce is an opportunity
and a challenge. The Equus Mobile Workforce
Platform helps companies navigate this complex
landscape, optimizing your global mobility
program, enhancing employee experiences, and
ensuring compliance with ease.

The Equus Platform isn't just a tool; it's a
vision for the future of global workforce
management across all types of employee
mobility. With Equus, you can elevate your
mobility programs, optimize resources, and
foster a culture of mobility excellence across
your organization.
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Ecosystem Integration

Efficiency Through Automation

Real-Time Insights and Analytics

Streamline Global Compensation

Data-driven analytics make it easy to
evaluate mobility trends, manage budgets,
and optimize mobility strategies. 

Standard integrations with your HR
systems and global mobility service
providers to give you a single source of
real-time data.
 

Leverage standard and custom workflows to
reduce manual tasks, ensure data accuracy
and streamline mobility processes. 

Compliance Assurance
Be confident your mobility programs 
are compliant with immigration and tax
regulations with our compliance engines. 

Vendor Collaboration
Optimize vendor partnerships with real-time
performance insights, automated invoicing,
and streamlined communication tools.

Manage global payroll easily and
compliantly with accurate compensation
calculations and instructions across
borders.

One Platform
All Mobility
Equus unifies every aspect of
global work into one intuitive
platform that simplifies
complexities, improves
efficiencies and delivers an
exceptional experience for 
all mobile employees. 

Unified Mobility Management

REMOTE WORK         BUSINESS TRAVEL

  IMMIGRATION                RELOCATION

PROJECT WORK            ASSIGNMENTS

INTERNATIONAL NEW HIRES



At Equus, we understand the urgency and precision
required to effectively manage a global workforce.
That’s why our implementation approach is designed
to have you up and running within just 30 days. 

Our secret? Leveraging 25 years of unparalleled 
global mobility expertise and best practices.

Our team of experts brings a wealth of knowledge
acquired through years of hands-on experience. From
day one, you’ll benefit from the efficiency that comes
with our standardized approach and best-practice
templates, accelerating the implementation process
so you can start using the platform fast.

Real-time communications and alerts

Self-service benefit elections 

Track expenses and pay statements

Access documents, tasks and more Get

in-depth destination information

Improve experience with pulse checks

Accelerate Time to Value
In just 30 days, you’ll see the tangible results of your investment in Equus.

Increase and agility
flexibility with

standardized templates.

Eliminate decision
fatigue by utilizing

industry best practices. 

Minimize disruption
with fewer resources

needed for the project.

Empower your business
with consolidated

insights to drive strategy.

Enhance 
the Employee
Experience 
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“The foundation we laid in our
partnership with Equus has become a

stable and trusted platform from which
we continue to achieve the broader,

strategic goals of our mobility program -
often more quickly than we thought

possible. Today, we are running a faster,
more efficient program with which 

our leadership, customers and team
members continue to become more and

more satisfied.”

- Global Mobility Lead, Global Food Corporation 

Discover the transformative power of a unified and connected
global mobility experience with the Equus Platform.

Contact us today.


